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Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations 
Computational methods 
Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT) calculations were performed with 

Gaussian 16 rev. B.0132. Geometry optimizations were performed using the B3LYP 

hybrid functional33-36 with Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction with Becke-Johnson 

damping37 (hereafter denoted B3LYP-D3BJ) and the def2-SVP38 Karlsruhe-family 

basis set for all atoms. Minima and transition structures on the potential energy surface 

(PES) were confirmed using harmonic frequency analysis at the same level of theory, 

showing respectively zero and one imaginary frequency. Where needed, intrinsic 

reaction coordinate (IRC)39,40 analysis were carried out to connect the appropriate 

reactant/product states passing through a given transition state. Single point (SP) 

corrections were performed using B3LYP-D3BJ and def2-TZVP7 basis set for all 

atoms. The SMD implicit continuum solvation model41 was used to account for the 

effect of tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvent on the computed Gibbs energy profile. Gibbs 

energies were evaluated at the reaction temperature of 60 ºC, using Grimme’s scheme 

of quasi-RRHO treatment of vibrational entropies42, using the GoodVibes code43. 

Vibrational entropies of frequencies below 100 cm-1 were obtained according to a free 

rotor description, using a smooth damping function to interpolate between the two 

limiting descriptions. The free energies reported in Gaussian from gas-phase 

optimisation were further corrected using standard concentration of 1 mol/L,44–46 which 

were used in solvation calculations, instead of the gas-phase 1atm used by default in 

Gaussian program.  

To further assess that our level of theory is appropriate, we performed separately single-

point energy calculations for all chemical species in our study using the global-hybrid 

meta-NGA (nonseparable gradient approximation) MN15 functional47 with def2-TZVP 

basis set in implicit solvation of THF using SMD solvation model. This functional was 

chosen as it performs much better than many other functionals in predicting transition 

metal reaction barrier heights47 and has the ability to model multi-reference systems 

that may be involved in iron catalysed radical systems. MN15 has been shown to give 

better agreement in reproducing the energetic profile of trinuclear Cu-catalysed 

methane-to-methanol catalytic conversion48 than many other functionals including 

𝜔B97X-D and TPSS.  

Unless otherwise stated, the final SMD (THF)-B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP and SMD (THF)-MN15/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP Gibbs 
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energies are given with the latter set of values given in brackets; the former set of values 

are used for discussion throughout. For example, if the relative values for a species is 

given as 14.7 (15.1) kcal/mol, then the value of 14.7 kcal/mol is obtained from SMD 

(THF)-B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP whereas the value of 15.1 

kcal/mol is obtained from SMD (THF)-MN15/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP. 

All Gibbs energy values in the text and figures are quoted in kcal/mol. 

For species involving open-shell characteristics, including doublet, triplet, quartet, 

quintet and sextet radicals, we performed above-mentioned DFT methodologies using 

the unrestricted formalism of the Kohn-Sham theory (UKS-DFT). The eigenvalues of 

the spin operator S2 after annihilation of spin contamination were checked to ensure 

that they comply with the expected value of S(S+1) = 0.75 for a doublet wavefunction 

and S(S+1) = 2 for triplet, S(S+1) = 3.75 for quartet, S(S+1) = 6 for quintet, S(S+1) = 

8.75 for sextet, indicating that spin contamination is not a problem for the present 

methodology.  

All molecular structures and spin density plots were visualized using PyMOL49 and 

GaussView50 software.  

Model reaction 
Supplementary Figure 19 shows the model reaction that we used for computational 

studies of reaction mechanism for the present Fe-catalyzed conjunctive alkylation of 

alkenes.  

 

Supplementary Figure 19. Model reaction used in computational modelling. 

Iron(II) pathway 
7.3.1 Thermodynamics for the generation of active catalytic species  

The thermodynamics for the generation of Fe(II) species Fe(II)[L]EtBr (I) from 

Fe(II)[L]Br2 was determined computationally. Species Fe(II)[L]Br2 is the most stable 

in the quintet state, with the triplet state that is 14.0 (10.9) kcal/mol higher and the 

singlet state 21.5 (30.3) kcal/mol higher. The Fe(II) species Fe(II)[L]EtBr (I) is most 

stable in the quintet spin state (I_quintet) and is lower in energy by 9.7 (10.5) kcal/mol 
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compared to its triplet spin state (I_triplet) and by 10.5 (15.3) kcal/mol compared to 

its singlet spin state (I_singlet). The Gibbs energy for the following transformation  

 

was determined to be 18.6 (19.6) kcal/mol. Although thermodynamically uphill, this 

process is thermally accessible at the reaction temperature of 60 ºC, allowing the 

generation of the active catalytic species Fe(II)[L]EtBr (I).  

7.3.2 Migratory Insertion step 

7.3.2.1 Concerted mechanism 

 

Supplementary Figure 20. Gibbs energy profile for the migratory insertion step of 

styrene substrate into Fe(II) species in different spin states. The superscript on the 

left indicates the spin states, 1 = singlet; 3 = triplet; 5 = quintet. Values in square 

brackets are obtained at SMD (THF)-B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-

SVP level of theory and values in round brackets are obtained at SMD (THF)-

MN15/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP level of theory. L = ligand as shown in 

Supplementary Figure 19. 

The Gibbs energy profile for the concerted migratory insertion of styrene substrate into 

Fe(II)–C(Et) bond is shown in Supplementary Figure 20. The concerted migratory 
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insertion of styrene in the quintet spin state, TS1a_quintet, has a barrier of 34.5 (35.0) 

kcal/mol whereas in the triplet and singlet spin states, this barrier is 47.5 (45.5) kcal/mol 

and 44.2 (39.2) kcal/mol, respectively. The concerted migratory insertion of styrene 

into the Fe(II)–C(Et) bond thus likely occur in the high-spin quintet state with a barrier 

of 34.5 (35.0) kcal/mol. 

The DFT-optimised structures for the migratory insertions in Fe(II) in different spin 

states and their spin density plots (for open-shell systems, triplet and quintet states) are 

shown in Supplementary Figure 21. Visualization of these TSs show that the migratory 

insertion step occurs via a concerted mechanism at all spin states [see movies (uploaded 

to https://zenodo.org/record/8174459) of the IRC runs connecting the reactant through 

the TS to the product for the lowest barrier spin quintet state].  

For both triplet and quintet spin states, we observe that in the reactant complex, there 

is no radical/spin density localised on the styrene substrate, consistent with its neutral, 

closed shell characteristics. In the TSs, we observe the localisation of some spin density 

on the tertiary sp3 carbon of the styrene substrate, indicating the formation of radical on 

the substrate as the insertion takes place. The spin density plots as well as the Mulliken 

spin population on each atom is shown in Supplementary Figure 21 for the triplet and 

quintet spin states. These results are consistent with our conclusion that styrene 

substrate is in neutral, singlet state before insertion and forms some radical 

characteristics in the TS as insertion takes place. The associated .log files for the 

Mulliken spin population analyses have been uploaded to 

https://zenodo.org/record/8174459, for ease of visualisation by the readers. 

 

Singlet state 

IIa_singlet TS1a_singlet IIIa_singlet 
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Triplet state 

IIa_triplet TS1a_triplet IIIa_triplet 

   

   

  
 

Quintet state 

IIa_quintet TS1a_quintet IIIa_quintet 
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Supplementary Figure 21. DFT-optimized structures for the lowest barrier 

insertions in Fe(II) species and their spin density plots (for open-shell systems, 

triplet and quintet states, at an isovalue of 0.02 a.u.). 

7.3.2.2 Stepwise mechanism 

We explored the alternative stepwise mechanism in which the Et radical forms initially 

from the homolytic cleavage of Fe–C(Et) bond in the Fe(II) species Fe(II)[L]EtBr (I), 

followed by its subsequent addition to the olefin substrate. We focus on the quintet state 

as complex I is the most stable in the quintet state. Two possible pathways were studied 

computationally, as shown in Supplementary Figure 22. In pathway A, the catalytic 

complex I undergoes Fe(II)–C(Et) bond cleavage to generate the Et radical, which then 

adds to olefin substrate that is coordinated to the resultant Fe(I) species. In pathway B, 

olefin substrate coordinates the catalytic complex I, followed by the generation of Et 

radical which then adds to the olefin substrate. 
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Supplementary Figure 22. Possible pathways for the stepwise generation of Et 

radical followed by its addition to olefin substrate. 

Pathway A: The Gibbs energy of reaction for the cleavage of Fe(II)–C(Et) bond in 

complex I in pathway A was computed and we found that this is an uphill process by 

21.3 (19.9) kcal/mol: 

 

We attempted to isolate the transition state for this process, however, to no avail. A 

relaxed potential energy surface (PES) scan indicates that there may not be a barrier for 

the bond breaking of Fe–C(Et) bond and that the sum of the infinitely separated species 

is the highest in energy (Supplementary Figure 23). This suggests that the generation 

of Et radical from the homolytic cleavage of Fe(II)–C(Et) bond has a barrier that is 

about 21.3 (19.9) kcal/mol (required to overcome the thermodynamics) under the 

reaction conditions. 

The addition of Et radical to the olefin substrate in the presence and the absence of Fe 

species were considered and the Gibbs energy profiles are shown in Supplementary 

Figure 24. The relevant DFT optimised structures and their spin density plots are shown 

in Supplementary Figure 25. From Supplementary Figure 24a), we can see that after 

homolytic cleavage of Fe–C(Et) bond to form the Et radical, the addition of Et radical 

to olefin after losing the Fe(I) complex has a barrier of 33.6 (33.3) kcal/mol (TS1b) 

whereas the addition of Et radical to olefin that is coordinated to the resultant Fe(I) 

complex has a much lower barrier of 25.4 (29.4) kcal/mol in the quintet state via TS1, 

to give thermodynamically favorable V at -7.8 (-8.8) kcal/mol (note that V and IIIa are 

conformers of the same species). 
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Supplementary Figure 23. Relaxed PES scan (in gas-phase using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP) energy profile along the Fe(II)–C(Et) bond in complex I in 

quintet state for its two conformers. B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP gas-phase energy 

values are used without further corrections. 
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Supplementary Figure 24. Gibbs energy profile for the addition of ethyl radical to 

a) free olefin and b) olefin coordinated to Fe. The superscript on the left indicates the 

spin states, 1 = singlet; 3 = triplet; 5 = quintet. L = ligand as shown in Supplementary 

Figure 19. TS1 singlet at 39.8 (47.6) kcal/mol is openshell singlet. 
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Addition of ethyl radical to free olefin 

IIb TS1b IIIb 

 

  

 

  

Addition of ethyl radical to olefin coordinated to Fe 

VI_quintet TS1_quintet V_quintet 
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TS1_singlet_openshell TS1_triplet  

  

 

  

 

Supplementary Figure 25. DFT-optimized structures for the addition of ethyl 

radical to olefin substrate in the presence and absence of Fe species and their spin 

density plots (at an isovalue of 0.02 a.u.).  

Pathway B: We explored the pathway in which the styrene substrate coordinates to Fe-

centre before the generation of ethyl radical, which subsequently adds to the styrene 

that is coordinated to Fe-centre (Supplementary Figure 22). The styrene substrate may 

coordinate to either side of the Fe center, giving two different geometric isomers. The 

DFT optimized structures of these are shown in Supplementary Figure 26. Note that 

although using the styrene coordinating to Fe-center as the initial guess structure, these 

final optimised structures suggest that the C=C double bond may not be able to 

coordinate to the catalytic species complex I in quintet spin state. 

IIa II 

6.1 (6.4) kcal/mol 0.9 (1.9) kcal/mol 
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Supplementary Figure 26. DFT-optimized structures for the styrene-Fe 

complexes. Gibbs energies are taken relative to complex I in the most stable spin state, 

i.e., quintet.  

The Gibbs energy of reaction for the generation of ethyl radical and III in quartet spin 

state is 12.2 (14.7) kcal/mol whereas that for III in doublet spin state is 20.6 (19.3) 

kcal/mol as shown below: 

 

We attempted to locate the transition state structures for this process but was 

unsuccessful. Relaxed PES scans along the Fe(II)-C(Et) bond in IIa and II 

(Supplementary Figure 27) suggest that such barriers are much lower, i.e., non-rate-

limiting, compared to other steps. The generation of ethyl radical from IIa will have a 

barrier of about 20 kcal/mol relative to IIa, therefore, this is about 26 kcal/mol above 

catalytic species I in quintet state as IIa is 6.1 (6.4) kcal/mol uphill of I. Similarly, the 

generation of ethyl radical from species II will have a barrier of about 18 kcal/mol 

above I (II is 0.9 (1.9) kcal/mol uphill of I). Thus, ethyl radical generation from II is 

more likely after styrene substrate complexes with catalytic species I. The energy 

profile for the generation of ethyl radical following styrene substrate coordination and 

the subsequent ethyl radical addition to Fe-coordinated styrene is shown in 

Supplementary Figure 28. 
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Supplementary Figure 27. Relaxed PES scan (in gas-phase using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP) energy profile along the Fe(II)–C(Et) bond in complex IIa and II 

in quintet state. Gas-phase energy values are used without further corrections. 

Comparing the energy profiles in Supplementary Figure 24 and Supplementary Figure 

28, we can see that the generation of ethyl radical occurs more readily in the presence 

of styrene substrate. This is potentially due to the stabilisation effect of olefin when it 

coordinates to the resultant LFe(I)Br species formed from LFe(II)EtBr after it 

undergoes Fe(II)–Et homolysis to generate the Et radical. Interestingly, species 

LFe(I)Br is most stable in doublet spin state, but becomes most stable in quartet spin 

state when it has olefin coordinated to it (complex III). 
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Supplementary Figure 28. Gibbs energy profile for the addition of ethyl radical to 

styrene substrate after its coordination to Fe. The superscript on the left indicates 

the spin states, 1 = singlet; 2 = doublet; 3 = triplet; 4 = quartet; 5 = quintet. L = ligand 

as shown in Supplementary Figure 19.  

The relaxed PES scan were also performed by decreasing the distance of Fe–C(olefin) 

bond to see how the energies and structure of the Fe(II) species change as olefin 

approaches the Fe centre (Supplementary Figure 29). From the figure, we see that the 

energies increase as the Fe–C bond distance shortens. Thereby the spontaneous 

coordination of olefin to Fe centre is unlikely to be favoured. 
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Supplementary Figure 29. Relaxed PES scan (in gas-phase using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP) energy profile along the Fe(II)–C(olefin) bond in complex II in 

quintet state. Gas-phase energy values are used without further corrections. 

7.3.3 C–C coupling via Reductive elimination step / Inner-sphere mechanism 

Once the insertion product V, is formed, an allyl radical can combine with it to form 

Fe(III) species VIa (Supplementary Figure 30). The addition of allyl radical to V to 

form VIa has a barrier that is lower than the migratory insertion and the reductive 

elimination step (see section 7.3.4).  

Complex VIa upon geometry optimisation gives covalent Fe(III)–C(R) bond distance 

of 2.20 Å in the doublet state and 2.22 Å in the quartet state. However, direct geometry 

optimisation of VIa in the sextet state yields complex VI’a with an elongated Fe(III)–
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C(R) bond distance of 3.84 Å. The DFT optimised structures/energy minima for 

complexes VIa and VI’a are shown in Supplementary Figure 31. For both doublet and 

quartet spin states, complexes VIa and VI’a are in equilibrium with low barriers for 

their interconversion (see section 7.3.5).  

 

Supplementary Figure 30. Gibbs energy profile for the reductive elimination and 

the catalyst regeneration steps in different spin states. The superscript on the left 

indicates the spin states, 1 = singlet; 2 = doublet; 3 = triplet; 4 = quartet; 5 = quintet; 6 

= sextet. L = ligand as shown in Supplementary Figure 19. 

The subsequent reductive elimination from either complex VIa or VI’a in the doublet 

spin state is not kinetically feasible (see section 7.3.6), while the transition states for 

the reductive elimination from complex VI’a in the quartet and the sextet state have 

been successfully located. Supplementary Figure 31 shows the DFT optimised 

structures and their associated spin density plots for the reductive elimination step. 

DFT-optimised structures 

VIa_doublet VI'a_doublet VIa_quartet 
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Reductive elimination quartet 

VI'a_quartet TS2a_quartet VIIa_quartet 

  
 

   

Reductive elimination sextet 

VI'a_sextet TS2a_sextet VIIa_sextet 
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Supplementary Figure 31. DFT-optimized structures for the lowest barrier 

insertions in Fe(II) species and their spin density plots (for open-shell systems, 

triplet and quintet states, at an isovalue of 0.02 a.u.).  

7.3.4 Addition of allyl radical to migratory insertion product V 

We performed a relaxed PES scan along the Fe(III)–C(allyl) bond in VI in the quartet 

state to find out the barrier for the addition of allyl radical to V. The relaxed PES scan 

energy profile shown in Supplementary Figure 32 suggests that the addition of allyl 

radical to V has a barrier of about <10 kcal/mol (from the right hand side to the left 

hand side), indicating that this will not be the critical step in the present reaction.  
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Supplementary Figure 32. Relaxed PES scan (in gas-phase using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP) energy profile along the Fe(III)–C(allyl) bond in VI in quartet 

state.  

7.3.5 Estimation of the barrier for the conversion of VI to VI’ in doublet and 

quartet spin states 

To estimate the barrier for the conversion of VI to complex VI’ in both the doublet and 

quartet spin state, we performed a relaxed PES scan along the Fe(III)–C(alkyl) bond in 

VI in both the doublet and quartet state. The relaxed PES scan energy profile shown in 

Supplementary Figures 33 and 34 suggests that the conversion of structure from VI 

with covalent Fe–C bond to VI’ with elongated Fe–C bond is facile (< 5 kcal/mol in 

both doublet and quartet spin state), suggesting that complex VI in sextet spin state is 

meta-stable and that complexes VI and VI’ likely exist as an equilibrium mixture. 

 

Supplementary Figure 32. Relaxed PES scan (in gas-phase using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP) energy profile along the Fe(III)–C(alkyl) bond in VI in doublet 

state. 
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Supplementary Figure 33. Relaxed PES scan (in gas-phase using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP) energy profile along the Fe(III)–C(alkyl) bond in VI in quartet 

state. 

7.3.6 Estimation of the barrier for the reductive elimination from VI or VI’ in 

doublet spin states 

For completeness, herein we demonstrate that the barrier for the reductive elimination 

step from either VI or VI’ in the doublet spin state is unfeasible kinetically under the 

present experimental conditions. The relaxed PES scan along the C(alkyl)–C(Et) bond 

distance in VI in doublet spin state as shown in Supplementary Figure 34 suggests that 

the reductive elimination from the Fe(III) inner coordination sphere is kinetically 

unfeasible as the energy keeps increasing as the C(alkyl)–C(Et) bond distance 

decreases. A barrier of at least 35 kcal/mol above VI in doublet state is expected before 

the coupling groups break away from the Fe(III) inner sphere. This is much less 

kinetically favorable compared to reductive elimination in the sextet state 

(Supplementary Figure 30). Additionally, using structure 3 in Supplementary Figure 34 

as the starting guess structure did not allow us to locate the TS for the reductive 

elimination from VI in the doublet spin state.  
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Supplementary Figure 34. Relaxed PES scan (in gas-phase using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP) energy profile along the C(alkyl)–C(Et) bond in VI in doublet 

state. 

A similar PES scan along the C(alkyl)–C(Et) bond distance in VI’ in doublet spin state 

(Supplementary Figure 35) also suggests that the reductive elimination in the doublet 

spin state will be highly kinetically disfavored compared to other spin states. Note 

structure 5 in Supplementary Figure 35, with a C(alkyl)–C(Et) bond distance of 2.70Å, 

will be some structure on Supplementary Figure 34 where C(R)–C(Et) distance is 

2.70Å. 

 

Supplementary Figure 35. Relaxed PES scan (in gas-phase using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP) energy profile along the C(alkyl)–C(Et) bond in VI’ in doublet 

state. 

7.3.7 C–C coupling via outer-sphere mechanism / radical pathway 
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An outer-sphere mechanism for the C–C coupling step was considered and the Gibbs 

energy profile is shown in Supplementary Figure 36. Comparing to the inner-sphere 

mechanism shown in Supplementary Figure 30, where the lowest barrier for the C–C 

coupling step (via TS2a in the sextet spin state) is 30.8 (31.5) kcal/mol, the C–C 

coupling step via an outer-sphere mechanism (via TS2) has a much lower barrier of 

21.8 (20.3) kcal/mol in the sextet state.  

 

Supplementary Figure 36. Gibbs energy profile for the C–C coupling step via 

outer-sphere mechanism and the catalyst regeneration steps in different spin 

states. The superscript on the left indicates the spin states, 1 = singlet; 2 = doublet; 3 = 

triplet; 4 = quartet; 5 = quintet; 6 = sextet. L = ligand as shown in Supplementary Figure 

19. 

The DFT optimised structures and the spin density showing the localisation of radical 

is shown in Supplementary Figure 37. In the reactant state for all spin states, the radical 

is predominantly located on the allyl fragment and Fe(II) centre whereas in the product 

state for all spin states, the radical is only localised on the resultant [LFe(I)Br] species, 

with no radical on the C–C coupled product, which is in close shell, as expected. 
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Interestingly, the Fe–C and C–C bond lengths are rather elongated in the TSs for all 

spin states. 

doublet spin state 

VI_doublet TS2_doublet VII_doublet 

   

   

quartet spin state 

VI_quartet TS2_quartet VII_quartet 
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sextet spin state 

VI_sextet TS2_sextet VII_sextet 

  
 

   

Supplementary Figure 37. DFT-optimized structures for C–C coupling step via 

outer-sphere mechanism in all spin state and their spin density plots (at an isovalue 

of 0.02 a.u.).  

7.3.8 Side product formation via β-H atom abstraction 

We performed DFT studies to understand the formation of the alkene side product 

observed under the standard reaction conditions. The Gibbs energy profile is shown in 

Supplementary Figure 38. We found that a feasible mechanism occurs when complex 

V undergoes Fe–C homolysis to give complex H_rct. This complex then undergoes β-
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H atom abstraction via TS_H to give the observed olefin side product complexed to the 

iron hydride species [LFe(II)HBr]. TS_H has a barrier of 22.4 (22.5) kcal/mol while 

the competing mechanism for the formation of the major product via TS2 in 

Supplementary Figure 36 has a barrier of 21.8 (20.3) kcal/mol. We note that (THF)-

B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP Gibbs energies predicts that the 

formation of major product will be more kinetically favourable than the formation of 

minor product by 0.6 kcal/mol whereas SMD (THF)-MN15/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP would predict a value of 2.2 kcal/mol. Assuming simple transition 

state theory, the experimentally observed product ratio of ~8:1 would translate to a 

barrier difference of about 1.4 kcal/mol, in favour of the major product. We note that 

this small barrier difference may be difficult to be predicted accurately, as it may fall 

within the accuracy level possible via DFT and also that simple transition state theory 

may not work perfectly. Nevertheless, due to the cancellation of errors as we are 

predicting ΔΔG‡, we conclude that the predicted barrier difference of 0.6 (2.2) kcal/mol 

agrees reasonably with our experimentally observed product selectivity. 

A concerted β-H elimination mechanism could not be found via DFT. However, we 

hypothesized that this alternative inner-sphere mechanism may be higher in barrier than 

the one we have located, much in the same way that the concerted inner-sphere 

migratory insertion (TS1a) and reductive elimination (TS2a) have higher barriers than 

their outer-sphere counterparts with radical mechanism (TS1 and TS2, respectively). 
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Supplementary Figure 38. Gibbs energy profile for the β-H atom abstraction to 

give the minor product. DFT optimized structure is shown. The superscript on the 

left indicates the spin states, 5 = quintet. L = ligand as shown in Supplementary Figure 

19. 

7.3.9 Consideration of explicit THF solvent molecule participation in the reaction 

in light of Mössbauer studies 

Our freeze-trapped solution-state Mössbauer spectrum of the catalytic reaction after 1 

h, 6 h and 12 h indicated the presence of 22% (Supplementary Figure 16), 10% 

(Supplementary Figure 17) and 8% (Supplementary Figure 18) of LFe(II)Br2THF, 

where solvent molecule THF is coordinated to the reactive species LFe(II)Br2. We note 

that even towards the end of reaction at 12 h, we were still able to residual 8% of this 

complex, indicating that this species may be stable and may not participate directly in 

the reaction (it may participate in the reaction by first dissociating the coordinated THF 

molecule before further reaction). To discern if solvent may directly participate in the 

reaction, we consider complex II in the presence of one molecule of THF coordination. 

We performed DFT optimisation for all spin states (singlet, triplet and quintet) and 

found that the formation of the coordination complex II_THF in all spin states are 
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thermodynamically uphill (Figure S39), with the quintet state being least 

thermodynamically unfavourable (uphill by 14.0 (12.3) kcal/mol). This suggests that 

the catalytic reaction cycle may not involve explicit solvent participation. In addition, 

we note that the coordination of THF solvent would take away one coordination site, 

rendering inner-sphere reaction impossible. 

 

Supplementary Figure 39. Gibbs energy of reaction for the coordination of THF 

molecule to complex II. DFT optimized structures are shown. The superscript on 

the left indicates the spin states, 1= singlte; 3 = triplet; 5 = quintet. L = ligand as shown 

in Supplementary Figure 19. 

7.3.10 Homolytic cleavage of Fe–C bond in intermediate V 

We performed a relaxed PES scan along the Fe–C bond in intermediate V 

(Supplementary Figure 40) and found that it can reversibly break homolytically giving 

a radical character on the tertiary alkyl carbon. This is estimated to have an energy 

barrier of 11 kcal/mol. The spin density of the species (structure 3) is also shown. In 

structure 4, the alkyl group is dissociated and displaced from the Fe center.  
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Supplementary Figure 40. Relaxed PES scan (in gas-phase using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-SVP) energy profile along the Fe–C(alkyl) bond in V in quintet state. 

Iron(I) pathway 
7.4.1 Migratory Insertion step 

7.4.1.1 Concerted mechanism 

Common reference point for both Fe(II) and Fe(I) pathways 

The reductive elimination step resulting from Fe(III) species in complex VI/VI’ in the 

Fe(I) pathway will be the same as that discussed earlier for the Fe(II) pathway (section 

7.3.3). We first take the reference of the Gibbs energy profile for the migratory insertion 

step involving Fe(I) species the same as that in Fe(II) pathway, in that we keep the 

energy of complex VI/VI’ to be the same. This energy profile is given in Supplementary 

Figure 41.  

The Fe(I) species Fe(I)[L]Et (I’) is the most stable in the quartet spin state (I’_doublet) 

and is lower in energy by 2.5 (3.6) kcal/mol compared to its doublet spin state 

(I’_quartet). The migratory insertion step of styrene in the quartet spin state, 

TS1a’_quartet, has a barrier that is 8.1 kcal/mol lower than the migratory insertion 

step in the doublet state, TS1a’_doublet (ΔΔG‡ = 8.1 kcal/mol; by Curtin-Hammett 

principle, the most stable reactant complex is the quartet state III’_quartet) using 

(THF)-B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP level of theory whereas 

TS1a’_doublet has a barrier that is 6.3 kcal/mol than TS1a’_quartet, using SMD 

(THF)-MN15/def2-TZVP//B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP level of theory. Nevertheless, both 
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functionals predict similar barrier for Fe(I) pathway: doublet barrier of 29.2 kcal/mol 

and quartet barrier of 32.2 kcal/mol.  

As the generation of catalyst I’, Fe(I)[L]Et in the quartet state is thermodynamically 

uphill from Fe(I)[L]Br, the overall energetic span for this Fe(I) pathway is 43.8 (44.7) 

kcal/mol. This is because for this pathway, the turnover-frequency (TOF) determining 

intermediate (TDI) is VII and the TOF-determining transition state (TDTS) is TS1a’ 

and that TDI occurs after TDTS (35).  

 

Supplementary Figure 41. Gibbs energy profile for the migratory insertion step of 

styrene substrate into Fe(I) species in different spin states and the subsequent 

reductive elimination at Fe(III) centre, with the regeneration of the catalyst step. 

The superscript on the left indicates the spin states, 2 = doublet; 4 = quartet; 6 = sextet. 

L = ligand as shown in Supplementary Figure 19. Same zero energy reference point is 

used as in Supplementary Figure 20. 

Having the same reference for both the Fe(II) and Fe(I) pathways implies that there is 

possible interconversion of species I, Fe(II)[L]EtBr and species I’, Fe(I)[L]Et. The 

Gibbs energy of reaction for the following was found to be 21.0 (17.2) kcal/mol uphill 

for the following conversion: 
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7.4.1.2 Generation of Fe(I) species from disproportionation reaction 

We consider if species I’, Fe(I)[L]Et can be generated favourably by considering the 

following transformation: 

 

Supplementary Figure 42 shows the energy profile for these transformations. This 

suggests that this pathway for the formation of Fe(I) species from Fe(II) starting 

material via disproportionation is both kinetically and thermodynamically 

unfavourable. 

 

Supplementary Figure 42. Gibbs energy profile for the formation of Fe(I) species 

from the disproportionation reaction between Fe(II) and Fe(0) species. The 

superscript on the left indicates the spin states, 1 = singlet; 2 = doublet; 3 = triplet; 4 = 

quartet; 5 = quintet. L = ligand as shown in Supplementary Figure 19. Different zero 

energy reference point is used as in Supplementary Figure 20. 

7.4.1.3 Stepwise mechanism 

The generation of ethyl radical from Fe(I) species I’ has very unfavourable 

thermodynamics that is uphill by 40.4 (53.2) kcal/mol: 
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Thus, reaction proceeding via this mechanism is ruled out by DFT. 

Optimised structures and absolute energies, zero-point energies  
Geometries of all optimized structures (in .xyz format with their associated gas-phase 

energy in Hartrees) are included in a separate supplementary folder named 

final_DFT_structures. All these data have also been uploaded to 

https://zenodo.org/record/8174459). 

Absolute values (in Hartrees) for SCF energy, zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE), 

enthalpy and quasi-harmonic Gibbs free energy (at 60oC/333.15 K) for optimized 

structures are given below. Single point corrections in SMD THF using B3LYP-

D3BJ/def2-TZVP and MN15/def2-TZVP levels of theory are also included.  

Structure E/au ZPE/au H/au T.S/au qh-G/au 

SP 
SMD(THF)

-B3LYP-
D3BJ/def2-

TZVP  

SP 
SMD(THF)-
MN15/def2-

TZVP  

allyl_radical -117.184388 0.065794 -117.11296 0.03086 -117.143821 -117.319582 -117.1411401 

allylbromide -2691.102186 0.070596 -2691.0247 0.036823 -2691.061324 -2691.557039 -2691.682517 

bromine_ato
m -2573.826536 0 -2573.8239 0.018246 -2573.842144 -2574.144854 -2574.447905 

butane -158.357379 0.131325 -158.2181 0.036535 -158.25457 -158.537672 -158.288206 

ethyl_radical -79.10549 0.058824 -79.040996 0.02978 -79.070687 -79.197808 -79.0697328 

Fe0_L_single
t -2465.049587 0.218276 -2464.8115 0.066215 -2464.876143 -2466.219281 -2465.207873 

Fe0_L_triplet -2465.090939 0.216369 -2464.8541 0.06924 -2464.921427 -2466.237621 -2465.219068 

Fe1_L_Br_do
ublet -5039.076075 0.219821 -5038.8338 0.07442 -5038.905543 -5040.539671 -5039.841705 

Fe1_L_Br_q
uartet -5039.067702 0.218198 -5038.8264 0.078117 -5038.900606 -5040.529396 -5039.832748 

Fe1_L_Et_do
ublet -2544.289559 0.281756 -2543.9829 0.078848 -2544.058339 -2545.526791 -2544.400548 

Fe1_L_Et_qu
artet -2544.277239 0.281318 -2543.9711 0.079408 -2544.047125 -2545.52163 -2544.393723 

Fe2_L_Et_Et
_quintet -2623.448833 0.344362 -2623.0741 0.093162 -2623.162051 -2624.771258 -2623.509355 
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Fe2_L_Et_Et
_singlet -2623.443572 0.348478 -2623.066 0.088812 -2623.149411 -2624.769189 -2623.499995 

Fe2_L_Et_Et
_triplet -2623.455133 0.346479 -2623.0793 0.088137 -2623.16372 -2624.77647 -2623.514924 

FeBr2_L_qui
ntet -7613.021224 0.221361 -7612.7744 0.085951 -7612.854697 -7614.812639 -7614.412735 

FeBr2_L_sin
glet -7612.988275 0.223224 -7612.7407 0.082168 -7612.817296 -7614.782875 -7614.368922 

FeBr2_L_tri
plet -7612.995852 0.223304 -7612.7479 0.082715 -7612.825658 -7614.794069 -7614.399035 

H_prd -5467.010764 0.444922 -5466.5267 0.114474 -5466.63238 -5468.948566 -5467.627313 

H_rct -5467.034 0.448867 -5466.5465 0.112267 -5466.651281 -5468.959292 -5467.632963 

I_quintet -5118.236005 0.282983 -5117.9251 0.089217 -5118.009069 -5119.793086 -5118.964705 

I_quintet_c2 -5118.237364 0.28331 -5117.9263 0.088148 -5118.009681 -5119.787534 -5118.960331 

I_singlet -5118.230121 0.287133 -5117.9168 0.082027 -5117.994945 -5119.78458 -5118.948512 

I_singlet_c2 -5118.229068 0.28691 -5117.916 0.081804 -5117.993929 -5119.783503 -5118.945898 

I_triplet -5118.229687 0.284767 -5117.9182 0.083929 -5117.998411 -5119.782029 -5118.95233 

I_triplet_c2 -5118.227474 0.284596 -5117.916 0.084442 -5117.996598 -5119.779214 -5118.94916 

II -5467.018116 0.446139 -5466.5322 0.116453 -5466.639254 -5468.952811 -5467.626807 

II_THF_quin
tet -5699.330239 0.564156 -5698.7188 0.132909 -5698.840353 -5701.517916 -5699.892742 

II_THF_singl
et -5699.291048 0.569565 -5698.6767 0.12372 -5698.790951 -5701.484674 -5699.867768 

II_THF_tripl
et -5699.3202 0.565423 -5698.7078 0.132233 -5698.828279 -5701.501985 -5699.877374 

IIa_quintet -5467.011308 0.446142 -5466.5255 0.115687 -5466.632103 -5468.94485 -5467.61986 

IIa_singlet -5466.979242 0.451716 -5466.4909 0.101872 -5466.587723 -5468.913688 -5467.59914 

IIa_triplet -5467.003536 0.447017 -5466.5184 0.110399 -5466.621153 -5468.927398 -5467.605337 

IIb -427.861318 0.221634 -427.62204 0.064571 -427.682394 -428.339003 -427.716325 

III_doublet -5387.860858 0.383269 -5387.4439 0.09824 -5387.536838 -5389.703525 -5388.509299 

III_doublet_c
2 -5387.859086 0.383226 -5387.4419 0.099097 -5387.535539 -5389.69907 -5388.505898 

III_prime_do
ublet -2893.068391 0.445928 -2892.5869 0.100833 -2892.682344 -2894.677848 -2893.060992 

III_prime_qu
artet -2893.077145 0.443651 -2892.5965 0.106749 -2892.696405 -2894.689154 -2893.058131 

III_quartet -5387.870879 0.381777 -5387.4546 0.101888 -5387.550346 -5389.713428 -5388.513147 

III_quartet_c
2 -5387.851488 0.382025 -5387.4352 0.100966 -5387.530307 -5389.688937 -5388.496711 

IIIa_quintet -5467.042222 0.451396 -5466.5531 0.108051 -5466.655068 -5468.963364 -5467.644659 
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IIIa_singlet -5467.017294 0.453407 -5466.5273 0.102921 -5466.624573 -5468.947506 -5467.626728 

IIIa_triplet -5467.02938 0.452652 -5466.5398 0.10463 -5466.639191 -5468.952714 -5467.627079 

IIIb -427.916047 0.227908 -427.67312 0.056144 -427.727567 -428.389968 -427.76889 

INT2_Br_qui
ntet -5467.042222 0.451396 -5466.5531 0.108051 -5466.655068 -5468.963364   

IV_quintet -5466.986462 0.441954 -5466.5033 0.118851 -5466.613168 -5468.916979 -5467.589949 

ligand_L -1201.464448 0.217048 -1201.2285 0.066556 -1201.29191 -1202.453641 -1201.368816 

product -545.194815 0.302734 -544.87296 0.064669 -544.934868 -545.797219 -545.008271 

styrene -348.74936 0.161453 -348.577 0.045305 -348.621543 -349.136984 -348.640964 

TS_H -5467.002441 0.444397 -5466.5203 0.107765 -5466.622177 -5468.932393 -5467.609327 

TS1_quintet -5466.97969 0.44328 -5466.4969 0.114843 -5466.603246 -5468.911253 -5467.580413 

TS1_singlet_
openshell -5466.960888 0.445414 -5466.477 0.109384 -5466.579061 -5468.893719 -5467.556852 

TS1_triplet -5466.969418 0.444702 -5466.486 0.111484 -5466.589778 -5468.90096 -5467.577305 

TS1a_prime_
doublet -2893.025989 0.448067 -2892.5441 0.095296 -2892.635479 -2894.634655 -2893.018858 

TS1a_prime_
quartet -2893.030018 0.444375 -2892.55 0.102102 -2892.646876 -2894.640112 -2893.00156 

TS1a_quintet -5466.968813 0.447328 -5466.4835 0.108905 -5466.585907 -5468.903165 -5467.578098 

TS1a_quintet
_g -5466.95277 0.44591 -5466.4678 0.113515 -5466.573425 -5468.888119 -5467.563775 

TS1a_singlet -5466.961812 0.451446 -5466.4742 0.101518 -5466.570434 -5468.896195 -5467.579893 

TS1a_singlet
_g -5466.938641 0.451346 -5466.4508 0.102496 -5466.548058 -5468.871429 -5467.553601 

TS1a_triplet -5466.949879 0.449733 -5466.4633 0.104568 -5466.562341 -5468.887218 -5467.565935 

TS1a_triplet_
g -5466.952924 0.449698 -5466.4656 0.108698 -5466.567461 -5468.884877 -5467.564709 

TS1b -427.856275 0.222624 -427.61772 0.059788 -427.674611 -428.334304 -427.708269 

TS2_doublet -5584.222454 0.517159 -5583.6615 0.122786 -5583.774922 -5586.24727 -5584.760445 

TS2_quartet -5584.217125 0.517556 -5583.6561 0.12143 -5583.769206 -5586.265416 -5584.759965 

TS2_sextet -5584.225336 0.516443 -5583.6648 0.124089 -5583.779874 -5586.277395 -5584.77862 

TS2a_quartet -5584.21983 0.515907 -5583.6595 0.126202 -5583.775304 -5586.240268 -5584.780437 

TS2a_sextet -5584.206329 0.51871 -5583.6445 0.121121 -5583.757239 -5586.267733 -5584.766487 

V_prime_dou
blet -2893.081658 0.448649 -2892.598 0.100231 -2892.692687 -2894.692121 -2893.073723 

V_prime_qua
rtet -2893.093406 0.44755 -2892.6102 0.103071 -2892.707302 -2894.707662 -2893.080622 

V_quintet -5467.049118 0.451005 -5466.5603 0.109021 -5466.662694 -5468.97422 -5467.651292 

VI_doublet -5584.230541 0.519341 -5583.6673 0.123413 -5583.781093 -5586.285242 -5584.781869 
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VI_quartet -5584.229431 0.515865 -5583.6681 0.128887 -5583.786096 -5586.285538 -5584.782095 

VI_sextet -5584.242562 0.518113 -5583.6798 0.127065 -5583.79654 -5586.297962 -5584.798401 

VIa_doublet -5584.234004 0.524238 -5583.6677 0.114772 -5583.776126 -5586.295645 -5584.803821 

VIa_quartet -5584.250463 0.522026 -5583.6852 0.120088 -5583.797658 -5586.312725 -5584.81812 

VII_doublet -5584.295044 0.524888 -5583.7276 0.121436 -5583.839086 -5586.352861 -5584.86384 

VII_quartet -5584.304195 0.522841 -5583.7379 0.12457 -5583.852013 -5586.360362 -5584.863778 

VII_sextet -5584.298942 0.522384 -5583.7331 0.124857 -5583.847641 -5586.349618 -5584.854339 

VIIa_quartet -5584.303615 0.52275 -5583.7376 0.124708 -5583.851477 -5586.359986 -5584.837141 

VIIa_sextet -5584.297963 0.522422 -5583.7321 0.125179 -5583.846626 -5586.354174 -5584.858513 

Viprime_a_d
oublet -5584.241472 0.519563 -5583.6779 0.123776 -5583.791751 -5586.306617 -5584.801331 

Viprime_a_q
uartet -5584.242594 0.519749 -5583.6789 0.124086 -5583.793154 -5586.306809 -5584.79993 

Viprime_a_se
xtet -5584.242018 0.517945 -5583.6789 0.130097 -5583.797341 -5586.312331 -5584.81229 

ZnBr2 -6927.049095 0.001734 -6927.0416 0.034178 -6927.075203 -6927.947907 -6928.793892 

ZnEt2 -1937.523281 0.127817 -1937.3844 0.048827 -1937.430573 -1937.982556 -1937.972871 

ZnEtBr -4432.292191 0.065131 -4432.2185 0.041901 -4432.259673 -4432.972685 -4433.38986 
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